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 “We can best help you to prevent war not by repeating your words and following your methods but by finding 

your methods but by finding new words and creating new methods.”    Virginia wolf 

 

  

Word power enables language use, and vocabulary development leads to effective communication. It is the wish 

of language learners to enhance their vocabulary. Some factors such as communicating effectively at work, 

watching movies, following lectures in the classroom and understanding various texts. 

The word “warder” is an old-fashioned term. In British English, a warder is a person who is in charge of people 

in a prison. In Modern English, the term prison officer is used. In American English the term warder also refers 

to a person who guards something, such as a doorkeeper or caretaker. 

In the words of an eminent 18th century poet Dryden “The warders of the gate”. Another Irish writer Oscar 

wilde opines that “The Americans are identical to the British in all respects except, of course, language.”1 

Most of the historians and books emphasized about Dr. Samuel Johnson. Who is this man? Is he a historian, 

scientist, philanthropist, or a lexicographer? So many questions arise in the minds of the readers he is a different 

man.He composed a dictionary and he became a torchbearer of not light but words. In 1755, Johnson’s 

Dictionary about 48,000 words was published. Secondly, we must remember that the Oxford Dictionary’s path 

had shown tremendous impact on the people. 

The Oxford dictionary had its origins in the 1850’s when it was first proposed by the philological society of 

London. The project got underway in 1879, with a Scottish Professor named Murray as the principal editor. 

Murray and his team did manage to publish the first part in 1884. Over the next four decades, work on the  

dictionary continued,and new editors joined the project.Murray did not live to see the completion of his great 

work. In April 1928, the last volume was published under the  phrases in ten volumes. It has been constantly 

updated and modernized until it has reached its present it a living document. 

We know about Shakespeare , he used about  20,000 words and Milton used 8,000 words in their works.Some 

words crept into our daily life.Men usually or rarely go to saloon. We meet a person named as barber . Barber is 

a word derived from the Latin word Barbarus. ‘Woman’ is a word was popularized in Anglo – Saxon form as 

‘Wifman’. It means a female person. In our domestic life Automobile, television are recurring words. These two 

words are half latin and half greek. 

Sometimes we observe news items related to cop raid on Bootleggers. During the war of 1914-1918, BBC news 

bulletins coined ‘raid’ word. Literally ‘Lavatory’ means  a washing place. Kerchief means a head covering. 

Romance was an adjective derived from the proper noun ‘rome’. 

Abstract: A language is important because the people who speak it are important –politically, especially, 

commercially, socially and culturally. English, French and German are great languages, for this reason 

they are widely studied outside the country of their use. With the advance of science and technology today, 

time and space have immensely contracted, and the need and opportunity for the course of people of various 

countries of the world for purposes of trade and travel, study of research have enormously expanded. So the 

necessity for a common language of communication among the different people of the world has loomed 

large in recent times. 

Though Chinese is the largest spoken language in the world, by about 450 million people by a modest 

estimate, it is not the number alone that is important but power and utility. Among the European languages 

too, English is the wide spread language in the world and by far the largest spoken, by over 350 million 

people of the world. The English language is best provided with the facilities for numerical expansion in the 

vast lands of the U.S.A. and Australia from natural growth and immigration. English language became 

renowned language among the masses of people. Globalization also brought some drastic change in the 

formation of English coinages. This paper highlights the amalgamation of old coinages and new words. 
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A henpecked husband went to his house lately, but he spent his day with merriment. After  a while his wife 

came and gave a curtain lecture to him. He offered sweet to her. Sweet is a recurring word in our domestic life. 

If we remember it  , we feel it  as so good. At first sweet word was mentioned in the first five lines of the 

prologue to the Canterbury Tales. The word Sweet represented by two different spellings , Swete and 

Swoote.Many words have changed their meaning down their centuries. A ‘fool’ to Shakespeare meant 

something different from its modern meaning. To Shakespeare ‘fool’ meant a wise person. But today it means 

an unwise person.A ‘battle’ was not only a fight but also a company of soldiers.The word ‘Meat’ originally 

meant simply ‘food’ as in ‘meat and drink’ and ‘sweet meat’. But today meat means ‘edible flesh’.  

Influence of writers :- Jonathan Swift  has given the words ‘Lilliputian’, and ‘Yahoo’. 

Alexander Pope’s neat expressions passed into the language; Eg:” A little learning is a dangerous thing.” And 

“Fools rush in where angels fear to tread.” 

Edmund Burke gave a number of political terms, such as, ‘electioneering’, ‘representation’, ‘municipality’, 

‘financial’,’expenditure’,’diplomacy’, ‘colonial’, ‘federalism’etc. 

Benjamin Disraeli as given the famous phrase “ a leap in the dark.” 

Macaulay coined the word ‘constituency’. 

Huxley: agnostic. 

Coleridge: pessimism, phenomenal, intensify. 

Tennyson: fairytale. 

Sir Walter Scott: raid, glamour, henchman. 

Influence of India on English Language:- 

Many Indian words entered the English language through Greek and Latin long before the British came to 

India.The Greek and Roman merchants ,through their trade with west Asian centuries and Persia ,came to know 

of words like ‘beryl’,’camphore’,’emerald’,’ginger’,’pepper’,’rice’,’sandal’ and ‘sugar’.In 16th century , the 

portugese occupied Goa, and through their trade many Indian words passed through various changes into  the  

English Lexicon. Eg. Almyrah (Hindi ‘almaari’), bungalow (Hindi ‘banglaa’) and Cash (Kasu).Some other 

Indian words are: bamboo, begum,chit,chutney,coolie, cot.Some verbs were anglicized : eg.loot, 

nautch,hinduize,shikar,tom-tom etc. 

In the 20th century,India’s struggle for freedom brought in more words to be adopted by the English 

language.Words like hartal,khaddar,Khilafat,Satyagraha,Swadeshi,and Swaraj are faithfully recorded by the 

Oxford English Dictionary. 

D.A.Wilkins states that “ without grammar very little can be conveyed without vocabulary nothing can be 

conveyed.”2  About 375 million people speak English as their first language. It is the third largest by number of 

native speakers, after Mandriean  Chinese and Spanish. 

According to Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary ,diction implies,” the way that somebody pronounces 

words.”3 A rich vocabulary improves one’s thinking ability, enhances confidence, boosts one’s career, improves 

communication and empowers one with advanced language skills. 

William Shakespeare in his famous work Hamlet , he mentioned about the importance of words . The context 

runs thus:  

Polonius : what do you read, my lord? 

Hamlet    : words,words,words. 

Polonius: what is the matter,my lord? 

Hamlet :  Between who? 

Polonius: I mean, the matter that you read, my lord.”4 (Act II Scene II) 

Germanic tribes introduced a large number of latin  loan words into old English. Priest from “L 

presbyster”,Mass from “L missa”,Church from “L.Cyriacum”,Bishop from “biscop”,Some compound words 

like God spell which later became “gospel”.Greek words like Atom,character,chorus,cycle Acrobat,Agnostic are 

formed. Lazarus,jesting pilate ,Macedonian cry,Jezebel Golgotha are derived from Holy Bible. 

 An eminent mathematician Edward Kasner ,co-author of Mathematics and the imagination,where he wrote : 

“The definition of a googol is : 1 followed by a hundred zeros.It was decided after careful mathematical 

researches in the kindergarten that the number of raindrops falling on Newyork in 20 hours,even a year,or a 

century,is much less than a googol.”5  

Learning English on line has advantages.Many researchers emphasized the need for integrating  information and 

multimedia technology, web technology into English language teaching.In the recent years the web has brought 

about more opportunities for learners of English to connect,exchange information ,socilalise,and practice the 

language.The interactive exercises on the Internet provide learners plenty of opportunities to access their 

language skills. Podcasts ,voice chats,blogs,and authentic materials available on the web enable learners to 

develop their language skills. 

A researcher asserts that ,”in recent years,using the Internet in language class rooms has gained popularity as 

more teachers and learners are embracing it.”6 
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In Medical science,new words are formed from Greek words, like Psychology (Psyche= mind),Neurology 

(Neuro=nerve),Hepatic (Hepata= liver),words like prison from French “Prisun”,Forest from “foreste” are 

derived from French language.Market,rent,justice etc adopted in English.Indian usage words crept into the 

English,like Bangle,Brahman,Nirvana, pandit, rajah,sepoy,coolie,curry,cost,jungle,jute,loot, toddy,thug,rupee,                         

verandah,dacoit,guru,pariah,navab,sultan,turban,rishi,gin Er,arrack etc. 

In 2015,900 words are included in the Latest edition of Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary.  

Among these words 240 words are Indian language words only.Kima,Papad,Videsh,Jugaad, are new Indian 

words.Some old Indian words Lakh, Wala, Pakka, Bangla, Avvatar, Yoga, Kabab, Basmati, Chutney, Bindi, 

Dharma, Allu, Badmash, Angrej are incarnated as English words. Thus, the English language has not only 

enriched its vocabulary by borrowing foreign words but also made use of foreign aid to increase its power of 

forming new words to express necessary meanings with precision and brevity. 
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